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1 Overview 

This Debugging Manual is intended to guide you through the use of Fortior EU6861Q chip to implement Hall 

sensorless square-wave drive control for BLDC motor of electric drill on a DEMO board dedicated for electric tools. 

When reading the Manual, you may firstly browse through the hardware schematic diagrams in Section 2 and 

software schematic diagrams in Section 3, and then carefully read the debugging procedures explained in Section 

4 and protection function test in Section 5 . 

 

Relevant software/hardware 

Software/hardware 
modules 

Designation Section Remarks 

Software  All 
Debugging must be done by running 
this engineering software 

Hardware  All 
Debugging must be done on this 
hardware 
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2 Hardware 

2.1 Hardware Mechanism 

 

Figure 2- 1 Hardware Schematic Diagram 

Directions for use:  

It is a DEMO board dedicated for electric drill applications, which can be operational after power on. 

 

Instructions:  

The DC bus voltage  divider ratio, Op-amp gain, shunt resistance and voltage divider ratio of BEMF (back 

electromotive force) sampling circuit should be configured properly, depending on the specific motor voltage 

and current. 
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2.1.1 Power Circuit 

 

Figure 2-2 Power Supply Schematic 

Directions for use:  

Connect DC source positive cable to connector J1 and negative cable to connector J2 
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2.1.2 Chip Circuit 

 

Figure 2-3 Chip Body Schematic 

Directions for use:  

EU6861Q chip is used for  LV/MV 6-NMOSFET driver applications. J7 is a programming cable interface, 

and J6 is a SPI interface. 

2.1.3 BEMF Detection Circuit 

 

Figure 2- 4 BEMF Detection Circuit Schematic 

The above circuit is designed for BEMF detection. 
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2.1.4 Power Driver Circuit 

 

Figure 2-5 Power Driver Schematic 

Instructions:  

I shunt and GND should form pseudo-differential wiring, and Resistor RS1 wiring must be of kelvin 

connection type. 
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2.1.5 Op-amp Configuration Circuit 

 

Figure 2-6 Op-amp Configuration Circuit Schematic 

Instructions:  

1. ±1% tolerance resistors  are required for R21, R22 and R27 and R29; 

2. Here, AD is used for sampling the average bus voltage; 

3. Gain = R22/R21 = R29/R27; 

4. Maximum sampling current = (VREF - VHALF)/gain/shunt resistor value  

(Imax=2.5/(10/2*0.005)=100A); 

2.1.6 DC Bus Voltage  Sampling Circuit 

 

Figure 2-7 DC Bus Voltage  Sampling Circuit Schematic 

Instructions:  

1. Parameters R23 and C30 are not adjustable; 

2. ±1% tolerance resistors  are required for R23 and R30; 

3. Maximum sampling voltage = (R23 + R30)/(R30)*VREF; 

4. Maximum sampling voltage selected is typically 2 times the maximum applied voltage, where the 

OVP threshold must be lower than 0.8*VREF. 
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3 Software Architecture 

3.1 Motor State Machine Flowchart 

Figure 3-1 Motor State Machine Flowchart 

As shown in the above figure, the motor state machine has three state transition paths:  

1. Run: mcReady -> mcInit  ->  mcTailWind  ->  mcCharge  ->  mcPosiCheck  ->  mcBLDC  ->  

mcRun; 

2. Stop: The state machine will switch to mcStop state from mcBLDC and mcRun states to slow down 

motor till it comes to a stop if a Stop signal is detected; 

3. Fault: The state machine will switch to mcFault state from all states in case of fault. In this state, no 

more fault detection will be performed, so multiple faults will not be reported simultaneously. 

 

Description:  

1. mcReady: Ready state, waiting for a "Start" command; the state machine will switch to mcInit state 
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if mcStart is enabled; 

2. mcInit: Initialize driver variables and detect motor desired rotation before shifting to the next state; 

3. mcTailWind: Tailwind/headwind detection state; when tailwind is detected, the state machine will shift 

to mcBLDC state directly; when windlessness is detected, motor will actuate as programmed. 

4. mcCharge: Pre-charge state, where bootstrap capacitor is charged for subsequent MOSFET driver; 

when the charging is completed, motor will actuate as programmed; 

5. mcPosiCheck: Initial position check state, where the position and angle of motor is detected. The 

state machine will switch to mcBLDC state upon completion of alignment. 

6. mcBLDC: Software running state, where motor runs at a low speed and shifts to the next state 

mcRun after the speed builds up to the preset level; 

7. mcRun: Hardware running state, where motor runs at a high speed; 

8. mcStop: Stop state, which is used to stop the motor. Under this state,  motor will slow down before 

shifting to mcBrake state; 

9. mcBrake: Brake state, where motor will shift to mcReady state if mcStart is enabled; 

10. mcFault: Fault state; when a protection event is detected, the program will record the fault source 

and the state machine will switch to mcFault state to shut down the motor for protection purpose; 

when the fault source is eliminated, it will shift to mcBrake state, waiting for the next "Start" command. 

 

Instructions:  

1. The state machine description contains 10 states , and transitions between states happen only in 

the intended direction. For example, motor can switch from mcReady state to mcInit and mcFault 

states only. 
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3.2 Program Flowchart 

 

Figure 3-2 Program Execution Flowchart 

3.3 Program Specification 
3.3.1 Main Function:  

Program initialization -> bias voltage sampling GetCurrentOffset() + motor running control MC_Control(). 

Program initialization is broken into SoftwareInit() and HardwareInit(), the former of which is to initialize 

software variables, and the latter includes GPIO_Init(), CMP3_Init(), ADC_Init(), AMP_Init(), 

MDU_16MUL16_INT(15, 0), CMP3_Inter_Init(), Driver_Init() and TIM_1ms_Init(). 

3.3.2 Comparator Interrupt 

1. Hardware comparator OCP 

In response to CMP3 interrupt event, the FaultProcess() function will be invoked if the state machine 

function does not execute initial position check mcState != mcPosiCheck, which will turn off the MOSFET output 

and trigger hardware OCP. The state machine is in mcFault and the brake operation is not executed. 
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Figure 3-3 Hardware OCP 

2. Initial position check 

If the state machine function executes initial position check, the corresponding logic judgment will be made. 

Salient pole motor Non-salient pole motor 

q-axis inductance ≠ d-axis inductance q-axis inductance = d-axis inductance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d-axis and q axis magnetic circuits are asymmetrical, 

producing a salient pole design. 

d-axis and q axis magnetic circuits are symmetrical, 

producing a salient pole design. 

Mostly MTP+A field weakening control  Mostly id=0 vector control 

 

This program is specific to salient pole motor with its characterization summarized in the above table. Given 

the salient pole of motor, the U, V and W phases have different inductances, so initial position sensing is 

executed for different on-states of U, V and W phases. 
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Figure 3-4 Initial Position Check 

3.3.3 DRV Interrupt 

1. Tailwind/headwind detection 

WindFR_DetermineFunction(); tailwind/headwind detection function  

If the state machine function executes tailwind/headwind detection and the tailwind/headwind config. flag 

bit is set to 1, then WindFR_DetermineFunction() is executed. 

The tailwind/headwind detection feature of sensorless square-wave driver senses the direction of motor 

rotation according to the Hall signal. The switch-on sequence of  sensorless square-wave driver when motor 

rotates forward is as follows: 1. U+V – 2. U+W - 3. V+W - 4. V+U - 5. W+U - 6. W+V -, HALL signal changes 

to 4 - 5 - 1 - 3 - 2 - 6 - 4 when the motor rotates forward. If motor is in forward rotation and the current Hall 

signal reading is 5, then the corresponding Hall signal interval for commutation to the next step should be 1, 

and the Hall signal value of the previous step is 4; if motor is in reverse rotation and the current Hall signal 

reading is 5, then the corresponding Hall signal interval for commutation to the next step should be 4, and the 

Hall signal value of the previous step is 1. 

 

Figure 3- 5 Twailwind/headwind Detection 
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Figure 3-6 Motor Angle for Six On-states 

Forward (CW)  Reverse (CCW) 
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2. Initial position sensing time measurement 
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If the state machine function executes initial position sensing and a timeout occurs, the phase loss protection 

will be triggered to call fault detection function. 

 

Figure 3-7 Initial Position Sensing Time Measurement 

3. Commutation function 

It is used to control the commutation operation during motor operation, which is divided into two parts: software 

operation and hardware operation. It is software operation at low speed and switch to hardware operation at high 

speed. This commutation function is applicable to salient pole motors. If the inductance of D and Q axes of salient 

pole motors are different, the rotor at different positions will cause changes in the phase inductance. The time of 

commutation is determined by reading the voltage value of the suspended phase and reflecting the position of the 

rotor. 

4. Motor lock protection (MLP) 

Under the software operation mode, if motor lock occurs, the low-speed MLP will be triggered; under the 

hardware operation mode, the high-speed MLP will be triggered in case of motor lock. 
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Figure 3-8 High and Low Speed Motor Lock 

 

5. Duty cycle function 

The DRV_ DR value is obtained according to the VSP signal read in VSPSample(), corresponding to PWM 

duty cycle. 

3.3.4 1ms Timer Interrupt 

The potentiometer speed regulation, fault detection, MOS temperature detection, bus current and voltage 

sampling, off delay and other features are all called with 1ms Timer Interrupt as follows:  

1. VSPSample() -- Potentiometer speed regulation function: mcSpeedRamp.BLDC_Value can be 

calculated according to the VSP voltage and then converted to duty cycle using Duty_Function() to 

control motor speed. 

2. Fault_ Detection() -- fault detection function: It is used to detect faults and trigger protection, including 

software OCP, OVLO/UVLO, MOS TSD and battery pack TSD. 

3. ADC data sampling program (as shown in the figure below), bus current and voltage sampling, MOS 

temperature and trigger signal VSP. 
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Figure 3-9 ADC Data Sampling 

 

4. Off Delay program (as shown in the figure below): the connection between the mains and the chip 

power supply circuit is controlled by the Pdelay signal. Power-off delay is triggered when 

mcSpeedRamp.FlagONOFF is set to 0. The specific time of delay (Pdelay_Vaule) can be set as 

needed. 

 
Figure 3-10 Off Delay Settings  

 

Figure 3-11 Off Delay Schematic 
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4 Debugging Procedures 

4.1 Chip Intrinsic Parameters Configuration 

 

Figure 4-1 Chip Parameters Configuration 

Instructions:  

1. Carrier frequency must be selected properly before debugging since it will affect motor startup, MOSFET 

temperature rise, etc. The electric drill can be debugged at 20K by default; 

2. The dead time is set to prevent shoot-through risk, which is generally less than 1/16 of the carrier period. 

4.2 Motor Parameters Configuration 

4.2.1 Motor Parameters 

1. Pole_Pairs; 

2. MOTOR_SPEED_BASE = 2*motor rated speed. 

 

Figure 4- 2 Motor Parameters 

4.2.2 Motor Parameters Measurement 

1. Pole_Pairs: A parameter to be assigned in motor design. 

2. The commutation function of this program is based on the salient polarity principle of motors, which is 

not applicable to non-salient pole motors (such as surface-mount motors), so you need to test the motor 

before using this program to confirm that it is a salient pole motor. The testing procedures are as follows:  

(1) Use LCR meter to measure the phase inductance at 1KHZ by connecting two phase lines of the motor 

(see Figure 4-1); 

(2) Rotate the motor manually and observe the variation of phase inductance (see Figure 4-1). If a 

significant variation is observed, then it is a salient pole motor. 
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Figure 4-3 Motor Saliency Test 

3. MOTOR_SPEED_BASE: The speed base is typically set to about 2 times of the motor maximum speed. 

This parameter will affect the motor's startup and other performances, which must be set in advance and 

preferably remain unchanged. 

4.3 Hardware Parameters Configuration 

4.3.1 Drive Level 

Drive level is selected according to the drive integrated in the chip or the drive connected to the peripheral 

circuit of the chip. EU6831 has a built-in 3P3N drive of High (or “1”)-Low (or “0”) level configuration; EU6818 

integrates a 6N drive of High (or “1”)-High (or “1”) level configuration; and EU6861 incorporates a 6N drive of High 

(or “1”)-Low (or “0”) level configuration. If you use EU6811 or EU6812, you need to set the drive level according 

to the drive connected to the peripheral circuit. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Drive Level Configuration 

4.3. 2 Hardware Parameters 

1. The DC bus voltage  divider ratio, shunt resistance  and (amplifier) gain are a function of the motor voltage 

range and power range. 
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2. Rules for selection of shunt resistance and gain: 

1) DC bus voltage divider ratio:  

 Voltage divider ratio should not be too low: In general, recommended maximum shunt voltage 

is 0.8*VREF. Assuming that the maximum voltage of a motor is 30V, and the ADC VREF value 

is 4.5V, then the recommended minimum voltage divider ratio should be:  30/0.8/4.5 = 8.33; if 

the voltage divider ratio is too low, ratio = 5 for instance, then the voltage applied on the AD port 

after scaling down the maximum voltage 30V will be 6V, which is beyond the ADC full scale. 

 Voltage divider ratio should not be too high: If the voltage divider ratio is too high, the AD 

accuracy will be compromised. Assuming that the maximum voltage of a motor is 30V and the 

voltage divider ratio is 40, then the voltage applied on the AD port will be 30V/40V = 0.75v; when 

the voltage is 28V, the voltage applied on the AD port will be 0.7V, creating a less accurate 

measurement; besides, the AD has a margin of 4.5 - 0.75 = 3.75V relative to its full scale. 

2) Shunt resistance and gain:  

Maximum sampling current = VREF/HW_RSHUNT/HW_AMPGAIN; it should be noted that the 

maximum sampling current is the current flowing through the shunt resistor instead of the current 

shown on the power source (the power source is filtered). 

 The shunt resistance should not be too high: If the shunt resistance  is too high, the voltage 

pulled down may go beyond the ADC full scale, or the shunt resistor may exceed its power 

rating; shunt resistors in a 2512 package have a typical power rating of 1W or 2W, and those in 

a 1206 package have a typical power rating of 1W or 4W. When choosing a shunt resister, make 

sure that the power applied on the shunt resistor I2R does not exceed the above power ratings. 

 The shunt resistance should not be too low: If the shunt resistance is too low, the accuracy will 

be compromised. 

 The gain must be adjusted against the shunt resistance. That means, you should firstly choose 

a proper shunt resistance, and then adjust the gain. 

 HW_RSHUNT represents shunt resistance, and HW_AMPGAIN represents gain. 

3. The DC bus voltage  divider ratio, shunt resistance and gain must be written into the program (in the 

Customer.h file). 
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Figure 4-5 Hardware Parameters Configuration 

4.4 VREF Calibration 

VREF calibration is used in the GetCurrentOffset() function, where the calibration times can be adjusted to 

improve the accuracy of offset voltage extraction. 

 

Figure 4-6 Calibration Times Setting 

4.5 ON/OFF Parameters 

1. Motor has three speed control modes: speed control with analog voltage, PWM speed control and 

constant speed control. Among them, speed control with analog voltage is selected in most cases. 

2. OFF_Duty ~ Max_Duty indicates the level corresponding to the duty cycle in ON/OFF state and the 

level corresponding to the duty cycle at maximum and minimum speeds. The default value can be used 

here. 

3. PDELAY_Value is the time of power-off delay, generally set as 10000ms. 

 

 

Figure 4-7 ON/OFF Parameters 

4.6 Pre-charge 

1. IPMState can be set to two modes: 

1) NormalRun: In this mode, motor operates normally and enters the pre-charge state. Pre-charge is 

implemented in three steps. Power on the bootstrap capacitors of U, V and W phase upper bridges 

respectively for charging. The default values of Charge_Time and Charge_Duty can be used here. 
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2) IPMtest: Test mode, where U, V and W phases output PWM with fixed duty cycle. The set duty 

cycle can be used to test whether the three-phase outputs are correct. It should be noted that the 

motor is disconnected when debugging in the test mode. 

 

Figure 4-8 Pre-charge Mode Setting 

 

Figure 4-9 Pre-charge Program 

4.7 Initial Position Check 

 

Figure 4-10 Initial Position Check Parameters 

When the motor cannot be started, you may reduce NS_CurrentValue appropriately for testing. 
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4.8 Motor Startup 

 

Figure 4- 11 Motor Startup Parameters 

1. You can modify KR and KF values by adjusting BLDC_KR_MAX and BLDC_KR_MIN values; wherein, 

KF = 1 - KR, so KF value changes with KR value. Adjusting KR and KF values is actually to adjust the 

commutation point, which can be set according to the salient polarity of the motor, that is, the variation 

range of phase inductance. KR is the commutation point of the upward hypotenuse, such as 

commutation point 1; KF is the commutation point of the downward hypotenuse, such as commutation 

point 2. Generally, the KR set value falls within 0.5~0.95, so the range of KF value is 0.05~0.5. When 

the KR and KF values change, the corresponding commutation points will also move up or down. If 

motor stalls during startup, you may adjust the KR and KF values. 
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Figure 4-12 Motor Three-phase Waveform 

2. Set the freewheeling shielding angle MaskAngle   (uint8)(30) which typically falls within 1 °~59 °, 

generally 30 °. 

3. Min_BLDC_Duty    (0.20)                                   // Duty cycle corresponding to the VSP start point 

Max_BLDC_Duty   (1.00)                                   // Duty cycle corresponding to VSP end point 

4. STH_RPM    (8000.0) is the speed at which the motor switches from low-speed software operation to 

high-speed hardware operation; HTS_RPM   (4000.0) is the speed at which the motor switches from 

high-speed hardware operation to low-speed software operation. Generally, no change is required for 

them. 
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5 Function Description 

A total of 10 protection features are provided in the sensorless square-wave driver. Different motors and 

boards vary in their OVLO and OCP thresholds. Those protection functions should be configured as needed to 

avoid false triggering and achieve timely protection. 

 

Figure 5-1 Protection Settings 

5.1 Overcurrent Protection (OCP) 

5.1.1 Introduction 

I. Hardware OCP 

Hardware OCP means hardware is implemented to disable PWM output in case of overcurrent that is 

determined by comparison between MCU comparator and op-amp outputs. This feature can stop the motor 

in case of hardware overcurrent for protection purpose. The hardware OCP current threshold is usually 

selected based on the maximum current that the hardware MOSFET can withstand, which can be adjusted 

by changing OverHardcurrentValue. 

 

Figure 5-2 Hardware OCP Settings 

II. Software OCP 
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Software OCP feature has three-order overcurrent thresholds. Take the first-order software OCP 

threshold as an example. Firstly, you need to enable this protection by setting OverSoftCurrentProtect to 1, 

and then change OverSoftCurrent and OverSoftCurrentTime. Make one count when the maximum current 

exceeds the set OverSoftCurrent, and this protection is triggered when the counts exceed 

OverSoftCurrentTime. The parameters should be set specific to the actual project. 

 

Figure 5-3 Software OCP Settings 

5.1.2 OCP Testing 

I. Hardware OCP testing 

1. Reduce the set OverHardcurrentValue in the program; 

2. Start the electric drill and increase the load (drill nails) to see if the hardware OCP can be triggered. 

II. Software OCP testing 

1. Enable software OCP; 

2. Reduce the set OverSoftcurrent of each order in the program; 

3. Start the electric drill and increase the load (drill nails) to see if the software OCP can be triggered; 

4. Sometimes the software OCP cannot be triggered by reducing the set OverSoftcurrent probably 

because OverSoftCurrentTime selected for each order is too high. You may adjust this value as 

needed and test again. 

5.2 Overvoltage/Undervoltage Lockout (OVLO/UVLO) 

5.2.1 Introduction 

OVLO is triggered when the sensed voltage goes above the setpoint; and UVLO is triggered when the sensed 

voltage is below the setpoint. Firstly, enable this protection by setting VoltageProtect to 1, and then set 

Over_Protect_Voltage and other parameter values. 

 

Figure 5-4 OVLO/UVLO Settings 
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5.2.2 OVLO/UVLO Testing 

1. Turn on the electric drill, and increase the supply voltage gradually to the OVLO threshold to see if the 

actual OVLO threshold is consistent with the program set value and if the motor stops when the set OVLO 

threshold is exceeded. 

2. Turn on the electric drill, and reduce the supply voltage gradually to the UVLO threshold to see if the 

actual UVLO threshold is consistent with the program set value and if the motor stops when the set UVLO 

threshold is exceeded. 

5.3 Thermal Shutdown (TSD) 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The figure below provides a schematic representation of TSD, where the voltage divider is used with a NTC 

thermistor, the resistance of which decreases gradually with increasing temperature. A resistance value 

corresponds to each given temperature. You may consult corresponding NTC curves in the manual for each 

thermistor model. Connect Tmos to AD6 port of the chip. The program senses the voltage applied to the AD port. 

When the voltage becomes less than the voltage at the given temperature, it indicates that the NTC resistor 

temperature exceeds the setpoint and thus TSD is triggered. 

 

Figure 5-5 TSD Schematic Diagram 

Firstly, enable TSD by setting Mos_TemperatureProtectEnable to 1. And then, set the TSD threshold 

OVER_Mos_Temperature, Tempera_Value() in the program according to the NTC curves of different thermistors. 

10.0 in Tempera_Value(NTC_Value) is pull-up resistor value which should be set according to the actual circuit. 

When the thermistor temperature rises, TSD is triggered to stop the motor. For different hardware, you need to 

reset the TSD threshold when implementing TSD program. 

 

Figure 5-6 TSD Settings 
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Battery pack TSD may be enabled where necessary, and the over-temperature threshold can be set according 

to the NTC curve. 

 
Figure 5-7 Battery Pack TSD Settings 

5.3.2 TSD Testing 

1. Enable TSD 

2. Reduce the temperature that triggers TSD appropriately, and write the corresponding thresholds shown 

in the NTC curve into the program. 

3. If the test board is provided with a radiator, you will observe minor temperature rise during normal 

operation, so you can use a heat gun or other similar tools to heat up the thermistor to simulate the over-

temperature condition, and observe whether TSD is triggered. 

5.4 Phase Loss Protection (PLP) 

5.4.1 Introduction 

PLP performs detection in the initial position sensing stage where pulses are applied to each phase. TIM2 

outputs the time for current rise to the specified value (NS_CurrentValue). PLP is triggered if that time goes beyond 

the TIM2 full scale. Generally, it is caused by phase loss, that is, the motor phase lines are connected in a faulty 

manner, resulting in no phase current. Alternatively, when the motor phase line connection is correct, PLP will also 

be triggered if the set CurrentValue is too high. 

 

Figure 5-8 Initial Position Check Parameters 
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Figure 5-9 PLP Settings 

5.4.2 PLP Testing 

Debugging is required to check that the PLP feature functions properly:  

1. Set an appropriate NS_CurrentValue according to the runtime current to ensure that the motor can start 

up normally; 

2. Disconnect one of the phase lines of the motor to see if PLP is triggered normally after startup. 

5.5 Motor Lock Protection (MLP) 

5.5.1 Introduction 

MLP is implemented into two ways: One is to detect the stall time, where MLP is triggered if motor does not 

commutate after the set stall time. The set stall time should be two different values under software operation and 

hardware running. The other is to detect the motor speed, where MLP is triggered to disable driver output if the 

speed is higher than the out-of-step speed. The set out-of-step speed is typically 2~3 times the maximum motor 

speed. 

 

Figure 5- 10 MLP Parameters 

5.5.2 MLP Testing 

Debugging is required to check that the MLP feature functions properly: 

1. Enable MLP; 

2. Reduce the stall time appropriately and the motor speed as needed for actual motor operation, increase 

the load (such as drilling on a board or holding the motor while wearing protective gloves) to see if MLP 

can be triggered normally in case of motor lock. 
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3. Reduce the out-of-step speed gradually to less than the maximum running speed of the motor as 

needed for actual motor operation, and test whether MLP can be triggered normally when the motor 

rotates at the maximum speed. 

5.6 Other Protection Features 

Other protection features may be added as needed according to customer's requirements. 

 

6 Debugging Problems & Solutions 

Debugging at constant power 
Problem Solution 

Startup failure 
After the software fault is cleared, check if there is any problem with 
hardware sampling wiring. 

Motor fails to start or rotates in reverse Reduce NS_CurrentValue of initial position check Customer.h 

Motor jitters or stalls at startup 
Change the KR and KF values, and adjust the hypotenuse of phase 
voltage waveform at startup 
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Copyright by Fortior Technology Co., Ltd. All Rights Reserved.  

Right to make changes —Fortior Technology Co., Ltd RSVs the right to make changes in the products - 

including circuits, standard cells, and/or software - described or contained herein in order to improve design and/or 

performance. The information contained in this manual is provided for the general use by our customers. Our 

customers should be aware that the personal computer field is the subject of many patents. Our customers should 

ensure that they take appropriate action so that their use of our products does not infringe upon any patents. It is 

the policy of Fortior Technology Co., Ltd. to respect the valid patent rights of third parties and not to infringe upon 

or assist others to infringe upon such rights. 

This manual is copyrighted by Fortior Technology Co., Ltd. You may not reproduce, transmit, transcribe, store 

in a retrieval system, or translate into any language, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, magnetic, 

optical, chemical, manual, or otherwise, any part of this publication without the expressly written permission from 

Fortior Technology Co., Ltd. 

 

If there are any differences between the Chinese and the English contents, please take the Chinese version 

as the standard. 
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